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MODECOM MC-WM10S 

Modern optical mouse MODECOM MC-WM10S is our recent technological solution based on many years of experience in providing computer
accessories. This mouse is equipped with ultra silent microswitches. It increases work comfort. Thanks to the technology, you can use the mouse quietly
in public places such as reading room, library or your home. At the same time, you can be sure that MC-WM10S won't disturb the silence around you.
We put the lifespan and ergonomy first when we were designing this universal and useful mouse. We also know that the mouse should look nice as well.
It's classic looks is available in four colours (black, white, red, blue) will please those users who appreciate classic with modern touch.

The surface is made of material with a nice feel with its major advantage being that there are no fingerprints on it. MODECOM MC-WM10S combines
the best virtues of classic, durable and ergonomic frame with modern design, high quality and highly durable microswitches. The mouse is wireless and
was equipped with efficient battery providing many hours of work without the need for recharging.



MODECOM MC-WM10S

Major features

 Ultra-silent micro-switch technology

 Wireless mouse

 Efficient battery enclosed

 Classic and smart design

 Highly ergonomic in use

 Available in four colours (black, white, 

red, blue)

 Optical mouse with 1600 DPI sensor
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Wireless optical mouse

Sensor

MODECOM MC-WM10S was equipped
with a sensor with 1600 DPI. This high-
quality mouse works with extraordinary
precision.

Material

The surface is made of material with a nice
feel with its major advantage being that
there are no fingerprints on it. It will be
appreciated by those who value aesthetics
and silence.

Ergonomy above all

Mouse has to be comfortable. It mustn't
tire your hand. And this is what MC-
WM10S is like. This device doesn't make
your hands tired even after many hours of
work.

Colour charts

Mouse is not only to be reliable and not tire your
hands. It also has to look nice, so our mouse is
available in four colours

Ultra silent work

The employed microswitches are very quiet. You
can be sure that the mouse won't break the
silence.



Technical specifications
MODECOM MC-WM10S
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MODECOM MC-WM10S

Model MODECOM MC-WM10S

Sensor Optical
Resolution 1600 DPI

Microswitches ultra-silent
Power supply 1.5 V, battery @ 16 mA
Dimensions 105*60*37mm

Net weight 90g
Gross weight 105g
Nano receiver 2402 ~ 2480 MHz - 1mW

Scroll Middle mouse button
Wireless USB nano receiver

Supported operating systems Windows, Linux, Mac OS X
Available colours White, red, blue, black



7Key logistic information
MODECOM MC-WM10S

Manufacturer
MODECOM POLSKA Sp. z o.o.
ul. Puławska 145
02-715 Warszawa
www.modecom.eu

EAN: 5901885247632, WIRELESS OPTICAL MOUSE WM10S BLACK

EAN: 5901885247649, WIRELESS OPTICAL MOUSE WM10S WHITE

EAN: 5901885247656, WIRELESS OPTICAL MOUSE WM10S BLUE

EAN: 5901885247663, WIRELESS OPTICAL MOUSE WM10S RED
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